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In this thesis we examine the effect which the obsolescence of

central city housing exerts on the decentralization within urban areas
of high status residents.

In particular., we investigate whether hous-

ing obsolescence is a useful addition to a model which explains the

I
I
I

decentralization of high status residents in terms of the intensity of
competition for central city lan::i.
All of our data are official Census figures for 1970.

t

Il
I

The sub-

jects of our study are Standard Metropolitan Statistical Are.as (SMSA.'s)
whose central city had a J:Opulation of 100,000 or more.
group

VJe

From this

delete the New York and Chicago Consolidated Areas because
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of their

\
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great

their l:orders.

1

I
I

size and the

m:rrib(-.l'

of rr.unicip:ilities included within

For each Sl lSA we co;npute the percentage of its families

I

and unrelated individuals who had an income of greater than $25,000

\
\

and who lived in the central city.

I

We then statistically control for

variation across SMSA.'s in the decentralization of J=Opulation and

I
I

e.:nploymp...nt.

The decentralization of J=Opulation is measured by the

percentage of the 91SA JX>pulation which resided within the central city.
The decentralization of employment is measured. by the percentage of
S1SA. jobs which were located within the central city.
Once we have controlled the decentralization of the well-to-do

I

I

for the decentralization of J=Opulation and the decentralization of

I

employment, we regress it on i::opulation density, housing obsolescence,

I

I
I

and city age.

Population density is persons per square mile in the

I

central city.

Housing obsolescence is the percentage of the central

I

I
I
I

age is the number of decades since the central city attained a

\

JX>pulation of 50,000.

city housing structures which were twenty years old or older.

City

In our study we denonstrate that i::opulation density exerts a

considerably stronger effect on the decentralization of the well-to-do
than is exerted by housing obsolescence.

We

also derronstrate that most

of city age's effect on the decentralization of the well-to-do can be

I

I
I

explained by city age's effect on population density and housing
obsolescence.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In this study we will attempt to further the integration of the

historical and structural theories of urban form.
t

inv~stigate

In particular, we

i

will

I

and Avery Guest that a central city's population growth during earlier

I
I

eras affects the decentralization of high status residents within the

I

the hYJX>thesis found in the YX)rk of both Leo Sclmore

city independently of the population growth's effect on the intensity

I

of competition for central city land because of the effect which the
population growth exerts on the location of obsolescent housing within
the urban area.

We will test this hYJX>thesis by regressing a measure

<

l

of the decez:itralization of high status residents within Standard

<

I

I

Metropolitan Statistical Areas (91SA's) on measures of the density of
population within the central city and the decentralization of obsolescent housing.

In addition, we will investigate questions raised by

Schrore and Guest concerning the importance of city age (measured by
the number of decades since the city attained a population of 50,000)
in the explanation of the decentralization of high status residents.

Our data will be official Census figures.

I

I
I

I

By using these figures

we are avoiding actually defining what we mean by a "city."

1.Duis

Wirth has suggested a sociological definition of the city as "a relatively large, dense, and perrranent settlement of socially heterogeneous

·'fo."-',
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individuals. 111 This definition lacks precision since it does not s:pecify how large, how dense, etc.

And yet it is sufficient for ol.l.r' purposes.

Jbwever cities are defined, their importance to society goes far
beyond the m.nnber of their residents:

much of the great volume of

production and exchange of goods and services upon which a m:xiern
society depends occurs in cities, while those sectors of the economy
I

which are less highly urbanized such.as mining and agriculture turn

I

out in fact rot to be independent of cities but to be controlled

I
I

financially and admistratively from them.

I

Besides their central role in such national spheres as the

l

econany and the polity, cities provide a living environment for their

l

I

inh;ibitants.

I

resides in SMSA. 1 s2 the functioning of cities would be a vital concern

1

Since some 67 percent· of the United States population

even i f their importance consisted solely of the quality of living

I

environment which they provided their residents.

i

While cities vary

in their ability to provide.all their inhabitants with a satisfactory

environment, there has been a great deal of concern in the last few
decades with the persistent inability of many of our larger cities
to provide an adequate environment to their inhabitants.
It is obvious that this problem is reaching a critical stage in
many of our larger central cities.

As of 1975 New York City is said

to be facing its worst fiscal crisis since the height of the Great
Depression.

The city's budget for l975-1976 is snaller than the

previous year's and calls for the te?:mination of some 37,000 out
lwuis Wirth, "Urbanism as a Way of Life," The American Journal
of Sociology, 44 (1938), No. 1, p. 8.

I

I
1·

L..-

2u.
States:

S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United
1973, (94th edition) Washington, D.C., 1973, Table 18, p. 18.
.
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of 330,000 city ernployees. 3 This includes 11,000 jobs in education

t

\
l

which are being cut at a time when the quality of New York City's

1

school system is already well behind that found in the surrounding
4
suburbs, and more than 6,500 policemen who are being fired despite
the fact that central city crime has never been worse.
New York City's financial plight is an extreme case but it is a

I

problem which in varying degree plagues local governments all over the

I

rountry.

A major cause of these problems is the hiatus between local

I
I

resources and local needs.

1

political and results from a cha.n&ing definition of the appropriate

\

role of government in local ·affairs.

l'o a certain extent this problem is

Ibwever, the problem is in

large part a financial one and arises frcm the rrovernent of wealthy
individuals and business firms out beyond the boundaries of the
central cities.

The political boundaries of the city--and, hence,

the area within which the city can tax to raise revenue--is virtually
always only a portion of the larger functiona.lly interrelated area
which might be considered to be the true urban unit.

The problems of

the cities, on the other haild, often involve processes which operate
on a larger scale than the city itself.

An obvious example of the

latter being national population rrovements--particularly the movement
of poor blacks from rural areas in the South into Northern urban
centers.
3.rhe Oregonian (Portland, Oregon) , May 30, 19 75 , p. AL
4.rhe Oregonian (Portland, Oregon), June 13, 1975, p. A7 .
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Many central cities are attempting to solve their financial
problems by attracting wealthy subui;lPan residents into the central
city to live.

The extreme urgency of the problems confronting local

metropolitan goverrunents lends importance to the theoretical ~uestions

.

involved in the study of the decentralization within urban areas of

II

high status residents.

Our approach to this problem involves a study

of the effect of particular aspects of central city areas on this

I
I

decentralization.

This is a small, specific aspect of the larger

and rrore general situation, and first we need to examine what the

I
I

current situation is, how it arose, and what are the implications which

I

it poses for the quality of life in our cities.

l

l

I
I

I
I
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CHAPI'ER II
TRENDS IN SUBURBA.NI2'ATION AND THEIB TI1PORTANCE
I.

I
I

OVERVIEW OF-TRENDS IN SUEVRBANI7ATION

General Trends

I

I
I

Before the advent of the industrial cities which resulted from
the Industrial Revolution in the late 1700's, residential location in

l

cities

I

est inhabitants at the center and the poorer inhabitants at the extremi-

I

ties.

l

countries.

I

W3.S

usually spatially stratified by social class with the rich-

This is still the sitt.Jation in many cities in the developing
In industrial cities the characteristic·spatial stratifi-

cation of residences by income has changed as advances in corrmunication
and transportation techn:>logy:have made distance less of a fact~r in

.

city structure.

By the late nineteenth century the use of electric

trolleys and trains

W3.S

resulting in an early "suburbanization" of

the wealthier members of society :in .outlying areas served by the
expanding transportation

ne~rks :. · ·.This

trend expanded during the

1920's as wider distribution of autc;>ffiobile ownership enabled the
middle classes to locate outwards from town along the existing roads.
The percentage of the United States population gra.rth which
occurred in suburbs, or politically independent conmunities which
are located within ccmnuting distance to a central city, and which are
econ:mcically dependent on the central city, has increased steadily
since 1900, while the percentage occurring :in central cities has been

-.-........
....

6

dropping.

The change in national growth patterns has been even more

striking in ronmetropolitan areas, which between 1950 and 1970 experienced an absolute loss in population. 5

In 1970, for the first time, a

larger share of the American population lived in suburbs than lived in
either central cities or nonmetropolitan areas.6

In the decade from

1960 to 1970 there was a 17 percent increase in the :p:>pulation of the

l

nation's S1SA's, but 95 percent of this S1SA growth took place outside

I

I

of the central cities-.7

I

The trend towards suburban expansion seems

likely to increase, and Anthony D:::>wns estinates that during the next

1

two decades suburbs may capture as mtich as 60 or 70 percent of the

national pdpulation growth.a
The Suburbanization of Business and Industry

l
With increasing improvements in transportation, such as the

<

I

growing importance of trucks

I

ir1. overland shipping and the construction
·.

of vast road systems, the decentralization of central city residents
has continued and has been joined by- the

decen~alization

of various

conmerical and industrial establishments--which then leads to further
novement of residents.

The decentralization of employffient has generally

progressed furthest in the larger metropolitan areas.

As of 1970, in

nine of the fifteen largest metropolitan areas the suburban employment

i
I
I

I
I
I

I

SRobert Lineberry and Ira Sharkansky, Urban Politics and Public
Policy, (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1971), p. 22.
6John Kramer, "Introduction, 11 North American Suburbs, ed. John
Kramer (Berkeley: The Glendessary Press, 1972), p. xiii.
7Ib·d
i

• '

..

. ..

PP· x:u-Xlll.

8..Anthony lbwns, ~ ·up the Suburbs, (New Haven:
University Press, 1973 , p. 24.
·

Yale

l~
......_

7

equalled or exceeded that found in the central city.

9

This shift in employment results partly from the desire to provide goods and services to the growing suburban population.

It has

been suggested that on the average arout half of the jobs in a given
central city exist to supply the wants of the local population.lo
Hence, as rrore of that population rroves outwards, those jobs JIDVe
with them.
1.

I
I
I
I

I

Another factor leading to the suburbanization of employment,
besides the improving transportation technology, is the growth of
automation.

Automation often requires· a single story layout.

land in the outlying areas then pulls firms outwards.

Cheaper

The importance

of automation lies in the fact.that when one finn successfully
automates the rest of the firms _ producing that product may no longer
be able to choose whether or not to automate if they want to remain
conipetitive.

In sane part the decentralization of employment also feeds

off of the concurrent decentralization of population, since there is
a growing labor pool in the suburbs , though this is prol::ably a secondary factor.

In

a~dition,

parking and driving congestion in central

cities pushes firms to suburbanize.
The only three l::asic categories of employment in which the
central cities are retaining or increasing their share of the metropolitan jobs are office 'VK)rk, service jobs, and government jobs. 11
9Ha.rold Peterson, "Trends

in Inter-Governmental Relations," Sub-

urbia in Transistion, ed. Louis M.}sotti and Jeffrey H:idden (New
York: New Viewpoints, 1974), p. 98.

lOF.dward Pan.field and James Wilson, "The City as a Setting for
Politic:s," Cities and Suburbs, ed. -Bryan D:>wns (Belm:mt, California:
Wad~rth PUblishirig COmpany, 1973.), p. 35.
llAnthony D:>wns, p. 11.

'...........

-

8

Concentration of Minorities in the Central Cities

I

I

I

~

Suburbanization is predominately a phenomena involving affluent
whites.

While blacks constitute aoout 12 percent of the rational

p::>pulation they are only 5 percent of the suburban p::>pulation, and
while they have been suburbanizing, they have not been suburbanizing
fast enough to increase their proportion of the suburban population.12
'

In contrast to this under-suburbanization of blacks, the percentage of
,·

l

the central city p::>pulation which is black has reached 21 and is.rising. 13

I

This concentration of blacks in central cities is an outgrowth of

I
I

the large migration of Southern blacks into Northern cities which flower-

I

ed after Vbrld War I I and peaked in the 1950's.

I

There are still large

numbers of blacks moving into the central cities, but the number
already there is now so large that.the main increment to the black

l

central city population occurs through natural increase.

I

the 56 percent of the black p::>pula'.tion which resides in central cities

I

Currently,

is over twice the percentage of the white population which resides

in

central cities. 14
While blacks are the larg~st of the disadvantaged mioorities, there
>

has been a similar tendency for Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, American Indians, and Cuban refugees

~~·

eongregate in central cities.

The

largely poor, unskilled' members 0f these mimrity groups do not gather
in the central cities solely

be~use

of discrimination, but also to seek

out the inexpensive housing and Unskilled jobs available there.

In doing

12tterbert Gans, "The Flight of the Middle-Class From the Central
Cities," Masotti, p. 75.
13Ibid., p. 75.

I

I
l

14Lineberry, p. 25.

""'""
'~

.....
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l

1

so they are following the path taken by several previous groups of

l

t

.irrrnigrants who have maraged to varying degrees to work their way up

l.Tl

the class hierarchy.

II.

THE PROLIFERATION OF METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENTS

Defensive Incorporation
While the groups which are suburbanizing desire different living
conditions, the increasing influx of migrants to the outlying corrrnunities

I
I

generally results in those individuals who have already settled incor-

1

i:orating their community in order to avoid an uncontrolled rush of new-

I

comers and the entrance of certain non-residential used which are

'

I

viewed as harmful.
It is corrrnon, particularly in the larger metropolitan areas, for
the central city to be completely hemmed-in by independent settlements
which were hastily incorporated in order to defend the interests of the
local inhabitants.

These defensive corrmunities usually refuse to be

annexed by the larger city unless the small corrnnunity finds itself

.

incapable of providing its residents.with the services they desire at
a reasonable cost, but at that point it is no longer to the central
city's advantage to annex the snall oommunity and in some cases they
have refused to do so.
This pattern, of settlements
just outside of the city incorpora.
~

.

ting in response to the threat of armexation by the central city, ha.s
been increasingly conm:::m since 1900 and reflects changes which the
representatives of rural and suburban areas ha.ve engineered in state
laws making it harder for cities to annex while leaving it very easy

-

......

10
for independent settlements to incorJX>rate. 1 5
Those built-up areas which are outside of the city and which are

unincor];X)rated are dependent on the county government for services.
The relatively low· level of services available from the county causes
sane built-up areas to favor armex:ing to an adjoining city.

This is

particularly true with sewer service, though improved fire and police
protection, along with improved' garbage collection are also :important
factors . 16 However, many unincorporated areas continuously resist
annexation to an adjoining city.

Particularly in the case of large

cities, annexation may be fought because fringe residents do rot vant
to be taxed in order to pay for social services for low and ITDderate
income residents of the central city".

Additionally, big city politics

are often viewed as corrupt and sometjring to be avoided.
attempts at annexation tend to

~

In general,

most successful when the residents

of the suburb and the city are similar in terms of socioeconomic status.
While efforts have been made to make it more difficult for new
settlements to incorporate, this will not p;rovide any relief for cities
which are already surrounded by independent settlements.

Moreover,

the reapp:>rtiornnent of state legislatures which occurred in the 1960's
has roosted the rower of the suburbs in state governments and is
likely to heighten resistence to the easing of annexation laws.
15Kevin Cox, Conflict, Power' and Politics in the City, (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1973), p. 22.
l6willis Miller,· "An Evaluation of Meth:xis for Controlling Urba.n
Dispersal," The Nature and Control of Urban Dispersion, ed. Ernest
Engelbert (Berkeley: The University of California Printing Departm:mt,
1960), p. 97.

1 "-

'
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Once defensive suburbs have incorporated they enact zoning laws
in order to defend their co:rrmunity against undesirables.

These undesir-

ables are things like dirty industries, the :poor and non-whites.

The

defensive use of zoning can often be seen as suburban comnunities move
rapidly to rrodify their zoning laws in order to keep out plarmed in-:rrove-

I

ments of an undesirable type.17

I

only relatively affluent people and thus ensure tha.t the tax-rate will

I

I
I

I
I
I

Suburbs use zoning in order to let in

be low for relatively good services.

This makes the suburbs even nore

desirable to the affluent who bid suburban land further out of the reach
of the poor.
The fact that each of these governments is responsible for its
own taxation and expenditures means tha.t the increasing location of the
wealthy and business and industry in the suburbs creates problems in the
financing of the :poorer municipalities.

The nain source of revenue in

these local communities is thi:>ougn the levying of property taxes.

As

the wealthy and businesses have moved out, many of the older central
cities find themselves with stationary or even declining tax bases. 18
Moreover, since public property along with that of non-profit
organizations and churches is not taxed, many cities which specialize
in governmental or educational functions experience problems in raising
revenue. 19

Since the social services provided in one cornnunity are

17cox, p. 53.
18Anthony Downs, p. 38.
19 rn the City of New Haven, the location of Yale University, only
a little m:::>re than ha.lf of the actual property within the city limits
is on the tax rolls. Lineberry, p. 210.

.........
1,

12

us\,.\8.lly funded independently of those provided in neighboring communities
it is p'.)ssible for a badly-funded program in one comnunity to limit the

effectiveness of a good program in ~ neighOOring community.

This is

perhaps clearest with such services as recreational services, health
services, and police protection.
Unequal Division of Resources Between Metrop:>litan Governments
The residential decentralization occurring within metropolitan

I
I
I
I

areas is not in itself a bad thing.

Some criticism of the trend has

focussed on the volume of productive agricultural land which is being
converted to non-agricultural uses, but while it is true that the trend
may seem regretable in view of widespread starvation in other parts of
the \.K>rld, there is no immediate lack of farmland in this country. A
second criticism has been concerned that with the growing size of urban
~

areas it will be impossible to provide open spaces for recreation which
will be accessible to all of the p'.)pulation.
that our cities· will grind to a

halt

But it seems unlikely

for lack of recreational facilities.

A third complaint has been that_ residential decentralization results
in higher per capita costs in -the d-elivery of needed services.

However,

a study ras suggested that the_ dispersal of the urban population doesn't
necessarily result in rrore than "minimal" increases in the cost of
services provided that long range planning is in effect. and that the
new building occurs in reasonably centralized ncxles as opposed to
scattered freely around the urban fr:inge. 20

~obert Daland, 'The Impact qf Urban Dispersal on LDcal Government Costs and Services," Engelbert, p. 79.
2
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It is the presence of several independent incorporated munici~3lities in a metropolitan area which JIE.kes residential segregation by income
.important.

Since each municipality is responsible for funding the ser-

vices it provides, the movement of the wealthy to outlying communities
while the poor are concentrated in the central city results in variation
am::mg comnunities in the ratio of their resources to their needs.

I

I
I

We

tend to think of this problem in terms of the affluence of the suburbs
and the poverty of the central cities, but that problem is particularly
true in the larger SMSA' s.

In SMSA ''s with a population under 25O) 00 O

I

it is the central cities which usually have the higher ratio of resources

I

to needs. 21
The gap in ear¢.ng power be~en the suburban residents and
central city residents has been increasing over time.

The median fami:j.y

income for central city residents fell from 88.5 percent of the median
family income for metropolitan residents living outside of the central
city in 1959 to 86.2 percent of the median family income for metropolitan
residents living outside of the ·central city in 1964. 22

fbwever, these

are aggregate figures and it shouldn't be thought that all suburbanites

are affluent.

Suburbs as a whole contained 67 percent as nany poor

people as did central cities in 1970 .. 23
21Lineberry, pp. 29-30.
22Alan Campbell and Philip Meranto, "The Metropolitan Education
Dilermna: Matching Resources to Needs," Bryan Downs, p. 34 0.
23Anthony D:>wns , p. 4 3 . .

-
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Suburbs vary widely and some resemble central cities more than
other suburbs.

Some older suburbs--typically located relatively close

in to the central city--resemble central cities in the deterioration of
their physical plant and their· growing concentrations of low-income
residents.

One suggestion for classifying suburbs is Leo Schnore's

division between employing suburbs and residential suburbs and a third
group of intermediate suburbs.

I

I
I
i
I

Schnore bases this classification on

the difference between their daytime arid night-time PJpulations.

Residen-

tial suburbs are growing much faster than are employing suburbs.

Schnore

calculated in the mid-1960's that the median income of residential
suburbs was more than $1,300 greater than the median income in
employing suburbs.24
Reynolds Farley's study of the persistence of the socioeconomic
characteristics of individual·· suburb's suggests that the growing gap
..

between the median income of suburban residents and median income of
central city residents doesn't' result from a general increase in the
income of sub.Urban residents so much as from the differentially
rapid growth of the rrore well-to-do suburbs.25

III.

THE INCREASING FISCAL

SI'RAIN

IN THE IARGE CENI'RAL CITIES

Costs Arising from the Concentration of the Poor and Minorities
The demand for expenditures in the central city has been increasing all the time.

This :results. partly f:run the fact' that the city is

24 1..eo Schnore, The Urban Scene, (New York:

The Free Press, 1965),

p. 179.

25Reynolds Farley, "Suburban Persistence," Kramer, p. 84 .

l ,,,..._
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aging, and partly frum the fact that the city is accumulating large
numbers of low and moderate income residents who have come to depend
on the city for a wide range of services.
toose :p:>or people Anthony

Downs

It is the concentration of

refers to as the

11

left-out 11 poor which

is especially significant since they are the ones who have given up all
rope of eventually rising out of :p:>verty by conventional means, and who
have turned their backs on middle class values and exhibit behavior
which effects negatively those around them. 26 With large numbers of
low-income individuals living in the same area the negative traits of
one family can reinforce the negative traits of other families, and a
culture of :p:>verty can arise transmitting all sorts of defeatist, anti-

.·

social behaviors.

Other poor minorities have concentrated in the central cities

I
I

I

in the past, and it has been for rrost of them a path up the class
hierarchy.

Ibwever, since the first part of this century changes have

occurred in the economic and :p:>litical·structure of this country which
have made such a

11

success story" unlikely for cl..U"Tent minorities.

In

the first place, the urban economy oo. longer has as many openings as it
once did for unskilled workers... Secondly, the spread of unionization
means that even relatively unski:Ued·- occupations are now unionized,
.

.

and these unions often battle against the entrance of minorities.

An

additional change is the disnantling of the big city political machines.
These political organizations used to distribute great numbers of low
skill jobs as patronage to their sup:p:>rters.

Now these :jobs are largely

contrulled by civil service, and those which are still available to
26Anthony Ibwns, p. 90.

.....-:
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distribute offer wages which usually l"Bven't kept pace with the increases
in the pr'ivate sphere. 27

This experience is all the rrore frustrating

for contemporary minorities because of the exposure they have had to the
great affluence enjoyed by 1IB11Y in this country.
It is the jobs which require only minimal education or special
skills-which usually suburban~ze fastest. 28

Yet the growing-suburbaniza-

l

tion of these jobs poses a ha.ndshlp for low-income individuals since they

I

are less likely to have

l

I
I

acces~

to reliable inexpensive transportation.

Moreover, the dispersal of both residences and employment throughout the

I

suburban area means that public transportation is oriented towards ser-

I

ving downtown and is usually of _little help in taking the poor out to

I

subur~ jobs.

I

The result can be seen in studies in several cities

which have shown that blacks tend to have substantially longer journey-

~o-~rk trips than do whites. 29· _'.
.Anthony Ibwns argues that the_ best way to open up suburban jobs
'to the central city poor is to provide low-cost housing in the suburbs
so that .low-income wrkers can locate near the jobs available there.
Increased funding for ma.ss transi't will not solve the problem since
ma.ss transit systems become increasingly inefficient as a means of
transmitting low-income wrkers to suburban jobs as the number of
i:ossible destinations and. points of origin both increase.
27 LlneU1;;..1.1y,
. '\..~p. 81 .
28cox , p. 6 2.
29Ibid., p. 64.

Alternatively,

i
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it Mould be risky to encourage the growth of new low-skill industries
I

in Jthe central cities since that goes against the forces which are
le4ding to the dispersal of sucD industries.

New low-skill industries

'

wo~ld probably have to be contil}uously subsidized in order to compete
suqcessfully with low-skill ~tlustries which have benefitted from the
sa~ings

available in a suburban location.

As long as low-inccme fainilies are concentrated in such large

nl.Jiilbers in the central cities it is impractical to try and solve the
fi~cal

problems of the central city by, attracting the wealthy back in.

Mi~dle

and upper incane househ?lds ·.dC? not just desire that an area be

~ewed
th~se

I

I
1

I
I

I
l
\

physically and provided with,efficient public services--though

changes alone w::iuld entail a large invesbnent--they also desire

th?-t the area be dominated

soc~lly

and economically by middle and

)

upper income households.

.

This.dominance is particularly important to
·l

hopseholds which have children..

,Therefore any successful attraction
...

of'1 middle and upper incane househoids back into the central city depends
onja policy of dispersal of the low-income residents currently living
th~e.

The money for changes· of this scale is not available.
.,

'

Supurban Exclusion of the Poor "
The concentration of the

:i:;QOI".
'

'

in the central cities is in part

a result of their inability t,o affortl suburban housing.

While the cost

of suburban housing is partly explained by the costs of construction,
it is ~gely a result of subllr'.bqn. :laws and regulations which ensure
'

that the only houses which are built are houses which are too expensive
for any but the wealthy to afford.·

'-.....,,....
.....

'
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Suburbs can r-efuse to zone any land for the construction of
:multiple-family dwellings, and can also zone for house lots of a
minimum size--such as half an acre--which will force the building of
an expensive house.

In addition, suburbs sometimes manipulate their

rousing codes, such as by limiting the number of

be~ms

a house can

have, in order to limit the number of school-age children which a
family will bring into the corrununity.

In taking these and similar

actions the suburbs are clearly exceeding the original justification
for zoning and other regulatory :i;:owers which was to protect the health
and safety of the corrununity.30
I.Deal housing codes can also restrict the housing available to

those with low incomes.
•

I

l

I
i
I

I
I

In 1967.', 80 percent of all municipalities and

townships with 5,000 or :rrore inhabitants had their own housing codes.31
These housing codes are often so'-.detailed as to specify types of material
·'
and methods of construction to be used. The failure of local governments to constantly revise these laws· 'to incorporate advances in housing
. tedmology artificially bolsters the cost of housing.

When one suburb

uses these procedures it can have the·effect of raising the cost of
land in an adjoining, unregula~~d subtirb, keeping the :i;:oor out of that
suburb also.
'
New suburban housing could

~

built which relatively low-income

families muld be able to afford. 1Anthony Ibwns has est:ima.ted that by
•

'

I

'

using the latest in construction t$chniques it would be. :i;:ossible to
30Principles and Practice: 9f Urban Pl~, ed. William Goodm3n
(Washington, D.C.: International City ManagersAssociation, 1968),
p. 404.
31Anthony lbwns, p. 49 •

.
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build housing for a family of f our--the same size as the average housing
for a family of four in Moscow--for less than 40 percent of the cost of
the least expensive new quadriplex W1its currently available in large
metropolitan areas.32
Influence of the Federal Government on Economic Integration
The Federal Government has exerted only light pressure on suburbs
Th~ Department

to modify these practices.

of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment currently promises to give first priority in sewer, water, and
open-space grants to cornmunitif!s that relax their zoning restrictions
on low-incane housing. 33 The:Pepartinent hopes that if ernugh restricted
suburban land is opened for

bu~lding

low-income housing that private

corporations will invest in th~ production of low-cost prefabricated

1

I

housing, and through mass-p:rod~ction~the cost of such housing will

l

decline considerably.

I

successful.

l

the President.

I

So far this program has not been noticeably

A major factor retarding Federal efforts is resistance by
Former President Nixpn had declared he would resist

efforts to use the legal or fipancial influence of the Federal Government
to compel suburbs to accept low or.moderate income housing against their
wishes, 34 and President Ford has

not drawn

back from that position.

Effect of the Trickle-Down !busing Policy.
The inability of the po0r to afford housing which other members
32Ibid. ' P· 50.

33

.
Peterson, p. 113.

34Ch.3.rles Williams, "Opening Up the Suburbs," Masotti, pp. 151-152 •

.
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of the society consider socially acceptable is a problem comron to all
rrodern industrial nations.

In rrost of these nations the government

attempts to solve this problem by subsidiz:ing the construction of
large arrounts of housing for low-income individuals.

But in this

country there is a traditional refusal to consider governmental action
to alleviate a problem until it.is clear that free enterprise cannot
solve it.

The government has ~fused to directly subsidize much housing

for low-income individuals and has instead tried to improve the housing
situation through stimulating the C<:)nstruction of new housing for the
relatively affluent.

This "trickle-down" approach is based on the

assumption that if new housing is constructed for middle an:l upper
income individuals to occupy, the housing they vacate will be purchased

I

II

by individuals who are slightly less well-to-do, whose housing will in
turn

be purchased by individuals still less well-to-do than themselves,

until eventually ev~yone has acquired better housing.

I
1

The trickle-down process is not functioning effectively.

A major

drawback is that not enough houses are being built for the middle and

1

1

upper income groups to lower the price of housing available to other
groups.

One explanation is that the.affluent no longer spend the same

prop:>rtion of their income on housing as they used to, because of a
decrease in their tendency to flaunt their wealth.35
Even i f the trickle-down process were w:>rking effectively it
would have certain undesirable cqnsequences.

Since the process emphasizes

the building of expensive housing it results in the creation of entire
35R. J. Johnson, UrJ:::an Residential Patterns, (l.Dndon:

an,d Sons, Ltd., 1971), p. 176.
'
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neighborhoods consisting of housing in the same general price range.
As a result the city is divided into areas which are occupied by families
with similar incomes.

While it nay be true that most·of the families

themselves want it that way, and like not having any distinctly poor
people in their area, it is questionable whether this result is desirable
in terms of larger social values.

It means that the great buJJ< of the

poorest people in the city are crowded together in the worst housing.

,,

'-·

There is no question but that the crowding together of these poor

J
I

families worsens their condition.

I

~

I -

"'I)

r ....

Suburban Exploitation of the Central City
The political independence of the suburbs from the central city
imposes costs on the central city which are in addition to those arising

I

from the exclusion of the poor:. from the suburbs.

In p:ll'ticular, central

city finances are strained by the need to provide services to suburban

I

residents who commute into the central city to work and to make use of

I

the cultural facilities.

1

In 1965 the budgets of the 37 largest central

cities included non-educational· (municipal) outlays which were over 75
percent greater per-capita than those in their surrounding suburbs.

36

To a certain extent this is a result_,. of the greater age of the central
•

I

city, and yet a study has shown that when the age of the central city
and the size of the central city population are controlled for, there
:

.l

f

is still a positive relationship between the per-capita cost of munici37
pal services and the size of the city fringe population.
36Anth:my I:owns, p. 39.

37Dalarid, p. 80.

~
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While some cities such as New York City have instituted sales
taxes as a means of taxing suburban commuters, the two rrost imp:>rtant
central city taxes aimed at corrnnuters are payroll taxes levied on
everyone who works in the central city, and income taxes levied on
everyone who works in the central city.

However, Herbert Gans suggests

that even when central cities levy taxes on commuters, the taxes typically

.

fail to cover the full cost to the city of providing the commuters with

\

',
1

their places to w::>rk, shopping areas, and cultural facilities. 38

\

\

Another example of suburban exploitation of the central city is
the practice of l::B.rring non-residents from the use of some suburban
parks, or else the levying of fees for their use by non-residents.

In

contrast, central cities generally provide such facilities without regard
to the residence of the user.

sO~e central cities have bargained with

their suburbs for money to fin:l.rice the-provision of central city services

I

which are open to the use of the· whole area.

But such bargaining takes

1

the form of begging on the part of the central city and is very unlikely

I

to ever be a satisfactory answer.

<

I

l

It is sometimes suggested that'_ the movement of the middle-class
groups to the suburbs is draining the central city not only of p:>tential
tax revenue but also of those individuals who are most likely to be
interested in and active in :improving the cities.

However, Gans suggests

that this assumes that the active middle-class individuals are \..'OrJcing
to further everyone's interests, 'whereas in fact the organizations
middle-class individuals· join tend to' v.urk in support of middle-class
interests.39

furthernore, Gans mamtains that it is a mistake to assume

38Gans, p. 52.

39Thid.' p. 51.

.
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.

nay be rapred by reason of· residence from various elective and appointed
offices in the c,ity 0 they are no longer exerting an influence on central
city politics.
Tax Strain in the Central Cities

In order to meet these

burden~

the central cities are forced to

levy ever higher taxes on property, and to introduce WR-property taxes
such as municipal taxes on income or Sales.
tax

burden on central city residents'and

The difference between the

~hc;i.t

on suburban residents can

be ·seen in 196_5 data which show that in the 37 largest central cities
local taxes averaged 7.6 percent of the persoral income of their residents, while outside of the central cit{es.'they averaged only 5.6 per-

\.

.

cent of the residents' incqme. 40 Mo~ovev, the large central cities

-

appear to be falling fUrther behind,t[leir suburbs in terms' of how adequate

t~eir ~ax

base is to their speriding obligations.

·'

Central cities are prevented from taking full advantage of their
tax p::>tential by threats from the middle-income individuals who have
remained in the tentra1 city to· move··~utWaPds and further decrease the
city's tax base.

In order to avoid the flight of additional middle-

class residents the central cities sam,etimes purposefully under-assess
the value of houses in middle class areas for property tax purposes.41
There is also ample evidence of central cities spending disproportionate
amounts of rroney on their middle-income individuals in areas ranging
from road repair to school financing.42
40Anthony Downs, p. 39.

A ..

.

'

that just because middle-clas13 individuals rrove to the suburbs where they

4leox, p. 13.

42Il3id.' p. 74.

24
Eo~h middle,and upper-income gTDups and business establishments

have made widespread use of the threat to rrove elsewhere to secure
!--,

.

favorable treatment from central city goverrunents.

In responding to

these threats central city governments probably overestimate the
chance that the complainers will actually rrove, since the evidence
shows that local tax rates are not actually that prominent a factor

'

ll1

the locational decisions of either indiv,iduals or businesses. 43 l'breover, I1Bl1Y middle-income indivictuals in particular consume a larger
arrount of city services than their taxes pa.y for, and their contribution
to the financing of the city is probably exaggeratect.44
.Besides this favorable treatment, central cities have tried
other policies to lure the affluent back in.

Prominent arrong these are

the construqtion with urban renewal funds of expensive high-rise apartments for those who have a particular interest in the cultural facilities
offered in central cities, or else who want to be close to their down-

.

town jobs, and the highway construction program which has attempted to
keep the central city
ters.

busines~es

competitive with outlying sh:>pping cen-

Since there is usually no additional low-cost housing built to

replace that whic11 is demolished, the projects inqreq_se the crowding in
low-income areas and l::xx>st the cost of low-income' hdllsing.
.
~

These hard-

ships have n6t _been eliminated by'the·Fede:re.l programs seeking to.insure
that there will be c:idequp.te housing fS>r ins:Iividuals cfisplaced by highway
or renewal construction programs.45
43r:avid Shlrley, "Urban Decentralization and I.Deal Government
Revenues," Engelbert, p. 86.
4 4 eox
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rJ.

THE DECLINING QUALI1Y OF CEN'fRAL CITi' PUBLIC SCHOOLS

The quality of suburban schJols is the leading reason given for
the subl.IT'ban rrove.46

The declining quality of central city schools

pushes middle and upper-income residents to the suburbs, which leads to
still further decline in central city schools.

Hence we shall consider

the problems of central city schools at some length.
The Increasing.Cost of Central City SchJols
Costs Involving Staff and Physical Plant.

The fiscal strain

O:Q

the· central cities is aggravated by the fact that central city school
systems are usually rrore expensive to administer than suburban school
systems.

Yet, since central cities usually offer a wider variety-Of

other public services, education typically forms a larger profX)rtion
of the budget in the suburbs, and per-pupil expenditures in suburban
schools consequel)tly tend to be

~nsiderably larg~

than per-pupil

expenditures in,central city schools. 47 ·Part of the greater expense
of central city sqhools derives frun the greater capital costs involved.
Buildings tend to be

~elatively

of expensive rraintenance.

old in central city areas and in need

Moreover, the difference between central

cities and suburbs in land costs means that 'any new construction will
be much more expensive in central city areas.

Vandalism is also more

of a problem for central city schJols, ang in the VX)rst
arrount to a

considepabl~

~s

can

sutri,·of money.

Probably the mai.I)' cause of

high~

operating cos:t$ :in the cel).tral
·v

47Anthony "'.LUWDS, p. 39.
'
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city schools is the higher cost of the teaching staff.48

First-rate

teachers may refuse to work in central city schools, and those that
will work may demand higher wages than from a suburban schJoL
problem has been the closure in recent years of

ma~iy

A final

central city paro-

chial schools, increasing the number of students to be educated by
public schools.
Costs

~is:gig

from

t~e

Concentration of Disadvantaged Students.

The burden on the central city schools is increased by the fact that
they include a mucp higher proportion of children who are disadvantaged
in terms of such factors as the income level and educational background
of their parents, the stability of their families, and the environment
of their home life.

All 'of these are factors which effect a student's

initial preparation for school and possibly exert a continuing effect
thereafter.
The growth in the proportion of oon-white students--rrany of them
disadvantaged--in the central city-schools is greater th3.n the growth
which has occurred in the proportion of n9n-whites in the central city
population.

This is because of the greater size of the average non-

white family, the tendency for whites raising families to live in the
suburbs if they can afford to, 9fld the greater tendency= of whites to
send their children to private or p:trochial schools.
As increases occur in the proportion of a school's children wtio
are disadvantaged, the middle and upper-incdne p::irents tend to move with
their children to the subur1Ss in order to tiy and assure that their
children will grow up around o.ther. children whose parents have values
48 eox, pp. 32-33.

I
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similar to their own.
p·

Interracial violence in 'schools which are inte-

111

grating may also play a part.

Yet it vx:>uld be easy to overest:irrate

the influence or interracial violence becauset>f the gr>ea.t deal uj media
'
coverage given to particular cases gx;DwiJ-ig out of the integration of
public schools.

Currently only about 1 in 25 white suburl:ianites men-

tions racial problems in central city schools as being his reason for
rroving. 49

lbwever, widespread busing to achieve integration may increase

this proi:;ortion if the busing is accompanied by recurrent violence.
Potential Solutions
Alleviating Funding Problems.

It is clear that central city

schools are not providing satisfactory learriing experiences to the great
numbers of disadvantaged children they serve.

The imnediate solution

WJuld seem to be to increase the expenditure on central city pupils.
fut it. is not clear where this rroney will come from in view of the dis-

junction between resources and needs which plagues many metroi:;olitan
school districts.

And even if the money could be raised it is not

clear that meaningful improvements would be obtained.

Previous pro-

jects which have tried to improve the education of disadvantaged students through increased expenditures have not been

~icular.ly

success-

ful. 50
One hope that the fiscaj.. dilemrra of the central city schools
may be solved is the recent court rulings, such as Serrano v. Priest.,
49Robert Schwartz, Thornas Pettigrew, and Marshall &nith, "Fake
Panaceas for Ghetto F.ducation," Social Change in Urban America,, ed.
Max Birn.ba.um and John Mogey, .(New York: H3.rper & Row, Publishers,
1972), p. 92.
50Campbell, p. 348.
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in which the California Supreme Court held that financing schJols :ma.:i.nly
from local pTDperty taxes

W3.S

W1constitutional because it made the

quality of a child's education a functlon of the wealth of his p:3.I'ents
and their neighbors.

Property taxes are also attacked on the grounds

that the extreme ITDbility of contemporary families makes it illogical
to finance local education thTDugh a property tax since the education
which the children receive will not benefit the local community.
Integr~ting

the Schools.

Studies ha.ve shown that tfie single

best indicator of a child's educational achievement is the income level
of his parents.51 This is important in ·view of the division of our
cities into areas whose residents have similar incomes, and the fact
that the single best indicator of a carrmunity's expenditure for both
school and non-school services is the income level of the cOJTD'Tlunity's
residents.52
The Coleman Report implies tha.t busing low-income children to
middle-income schools will impTDve the education of the poor children
"'

rrore than could be achieved by any practical program of intensified inghetto schooling, though it is clear that this change alone 'W'.)Uld not
eliminate the difference in achievement between the tw:> groups of
chilctren.53

Busing to achieve racial integration in schools furthers

socioeconomic integration since·nany non-white school children cqme
frum relatively poor families.
51Ib"d
i . , p. 343.

52Ibid., p. 345.

53Anthony Downs, pp. 33-34 ..
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An alternative means of securing racial integration in public

schools, and, hence, of securing gre.ater sociDeconornic integration, is
through the construction of "education parks" or schools which are much
larger trar; current schools.

Because of their larger enrollment area

these schools would be more representative of the city's different population groups.

Ibwever, this approa.ch can 110t hope to integrate a city's

school system unless the central city and its concentration of disadvantaged groups is not too large.

Additionally,

b9~

busing and the

creation of education parks go against the current trend in large city
school systems towards the decentralization of control over local
This trend towards local control is bound to conflict w.ith any

schools.

attempts to establish a metrDpolitan-wide redistribution of students.
V.

SOWTIONS FOR THE HIATUS BETWEEN RESOURCES AND NEEDS

Metropolitan Consolidation
One possible reme9y for the

uneq~al

distribution of rnunicip:U

resources and municipal needs is metropolitan

conso~iqation,

or the

creation of a single government for the entire metropolitan area as
has been done in Indianapolis, Nashville, and Jacksonville.

Such comb-

lidation would provide financiaJ,. benefits to the area considered as a
whole.

A uniform tax policy would mean that each corronunity would not

be tempted to try and attract industry away from the others through
offering tax breaks or other incentives.

In addition, there are economies

of scale in the provision of some public services, notably water and
sewage disIX>sal·
A problem with metropolitan.consolidation as an aid to our larger
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central cities is that the transfer of benefits which is envisioned is
often heavily weighted in favor of the relatively poor central city.

In

these circumstances it is hard to get suburban voters to agree to consolidation.

More suburran voters would probably support consolidation

i f they knew that they could not otherwise escape the negative effects

their policies have on other municipalities.
Proposals for a radical reorganization of metropolitan governments
are usually strongly and effectively opposed by those individuals who
rave a stake in the present organization of local government.
local politicians, for instance, oppose consolidation.
consolidation, on the other hand, tend to

~

Many

Advocates-of

relatively weak and disor-

ganized in their support, appealing less to the easily understood arguments of their opponents, and more to vague promises of more efficient
government.

In central cities where blacks have control of the government or
'

are a sizable proportion of the electorate, blacks usually oppose conso-

lidation because it would diminish their power.

They would rather re-

tain control of a financially troubled city, than merge with the affluent
suburbs but lose control of the local budget.

In fact, no survey 9f

local voter attitudes towards consolidation ras ever found a majority
of a ci17Y's black population in favor of it.54

Black politicians in

central city governments usually support the idea of Federal revenue
sharing with funds directed straight to the local level as the best
pro'blems· .ss
·
so1ution·
to Il\,etropo,i·itan f;,...,,,,,...,cial
·'-...:"-'•
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Some progress towards metropolitanization nay result from pressure
by the Federal government.

Several Federal grant programs require that

areas receiving money draw up a metropolitan plan.

These requirements

have resulted in the drafting of a large number of metropolitan plans,
but it is still too early to tell how effective these plans will be in
regulating further develoµnent.
Opening the Suburbs
A second solution to the problem of central city financing v;ould
be to open up the ~uburbs to low and rroderate-incorne residents.

The

1968 National Advisory Corrmission on Civil Disorders advocated this
policy in combination with large-scale upgrading of ghetto areas. 56
Any such opening of the suburbs would'have to effect all of a central
city's suburbs at the same time and to

appi?o~,tely

the same extent.

This is necessary in oroer to limit the effect of the change on suburba.n
property values, since concern ove:r property values is a In3.jor focus
of arguments against opening up the suburbs.
to effect some suburbs, each

s~urb

If the change was· only

would ):ettle violently to see that

it wasn't chosen.
In order for an_)l policy of openihg up the suburbs to be accepta-

ble there would have to be controls over the number of low..:income households and their distribution in the suburbs.

If middle-class

valu~s

lost their dominant position in the local institutions the middle-class
households could be expected to IIDVe out.

Precisely what number of

low-income households cou:Ld safely be allowed intQ a given middle-class
56Re rt of the Nati-onal Advise
Corranission on Civil Disorders,
ed. Otto Kerner, et. al., N:ew York: Bantam Iboks, 1968.
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suburb is not known.

However, Anthony Downs suggests that to ensure

middle-class dominance the percentage of middle and upper-income households in the integrated suburb would have to be well over 50 percent.57
Many suburbanites oppose opening up the suburbs on the gruunds
that the low and m::xlerate-income families allowed in to suburban areas
would bring with them the whole rangE; of undes:i.reable behaviors associated with the ghetto.

But this danger is not necessarily as great as

suburbanites seem to feel.

Those central city poor who made the irove

VX)Uld probably possess rrore dedication to middle-class values than is
associated with ghetto residents in general.

Hence, they would be

likely to exhibit fewer undesirable behaviors than ghetto residents
general.

in

In addition, much of the undesirable behavior associated

with the ghetto undoubtedly results from the interaction there of
large numbers of deprived individuals.

It is not necessarily true that

low-income individuals would act the same in middle-class surroundings
as they act in the ghetto environment.

Some central city leaders oppose opening the suburbs on the
grounds that it would be the most desirable low-income households which
made the move to the suburbs, leaving tl1:e irost deprived still living
in the central city.
f~ies

This would only increase the bu:ro.en of problem

on the central city.

But on the other hand the central city

w:mld l;:>e bound to benefit somewhat frum the reduation

in the absolute

number of low-incane households.

In 1969, M3.ssachusetts took a step

tow~s

opening up suburbs

by passing a law which provided that during each of the succeeding
five years each comrm.mity, must rrake at least 0.3 percent of i-t;:s vacant
57Anthony Downs, p. 87.
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land available for the construction of low and ~erate-cost housing.58
This is one of the few moves which have been made to open the suburbs.
However, another approach which has been suggested is to pass laws"ID3.king
it illegal for any corporation hir'ing a significant number of workers
to locate in a

co~ty

"'!

where the price of local housing was more than

the corporation's employees could afford.59

This would prevent relatively

<effluent suburbs from attracting industry out of the central city while
denying residences to the :j.ndustry's service-cqnsuming low-income workers.
'

If this nation is to achieve its stated goal of a decent home for

each family it will be necessary for vast amounts of low and rroderate-

incane housing to be built ·in the suburbs since there is not room for it
in most central cities, and central city governments are more interested

in trying to transfer what little open land is left into middle and
upper-income homes.

A positive result of successfully opening the

suburbs would be greater ease in passing consolidation measures since
there would be less clear-cut socioeconomic divisions between central
cities and their suburbs.
In the absence of effective laws to open subtirbs to low and
noderate-income residents, the slow spread of the less affluent out of
the city may result in a perpetuation of the old spatial split between
the affluent and non-affluent.

Individuals with middle

an?

upper-incomes

will gravitate to the newer, lower density suburbs further out from the
central city, while the older, higher density suburbs closer in to the
central city will be taken over by individuals with low and moderate58williams, p. 145.

59 Ibid., p. 144.
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incanes.

As this trend progresses, suburbs \-lhich become dominated by

those with J,.ow and moderate incomes will be no rrore able to provide
their new residents with quality social services
government had been.

than

the central city

Hence in the absence of some kind of corrective

action the political fragmentation in metropolitan areas virtually
guarantees a perpetuation of the hiatus between resources and needs which
currently plagues our local level of government.
VI.

SUMMARY

In this chapter we hqve reviewed various facts of ·contemporary

suburbanization in some detail.

In rraking this review we have tried to

briefly convey the extreme complexity of the interrelationships which
are involved in the process.
signif~cance which the
the 1 ~uccessful

We have also tried to convey the great

~lass-selective

"functioning of the JI¥1!1Y local governments which presently

typify our metropolitan areas.
tion there are numerous
Our

nature of this process holds for

Because of the complexity of this situa-

qu~stions

study will focns:on the

wltj.ch might be addressed by research.

class~selective

nature of the process and

will attempt to further our understanQ.ing of some theoretical issues
involved in explaining the decentr~llzation of higl1-status residents
within urban areas.

CHAPTER III
THEORE!'ICAL ISSUES IlfVOLVED IN I1:fi'EGRATING THE
HISTORICAL AND STRUCTURAL THIDRIES OF

uRBAN FORM

Our study is an addition to the attempt in urban journals to
"'

dist:iiiguish betyJeen tw:> Clifferen~ theoretical perspectives on urban form

.

and to discover how they can be integrated to provide a rrore adequate
description of the urban v.urld.

Perhaps the earliest concern with the

difference between the two perspectives is to be.found in an article
by William Alonso in which he labels the earlier theory as the "historical" theory of urren form and the more recent theory as the "structural"
theory of urban form. 60
Alonso uses the label hist9rical theory to refer to theories such
as the ones put.forward by

Ern~st

Burgess and Horner Hoyt which predict

the rich will live at an increasing~qistance frDm the center of the
city with the passage of time.

The distinguishing idea of the historical

theories of urban form, according to [Uonso, is the idea that the rich
IIDve outwards in response to the aging of central city housing as they
seek open land on which to build new homes.
In contrast, the structural theory ·of urban form explains the

outward movement of the rich on the basis of a trade-off between desire
for land and desire for accessibility.

The simplest formulation of :the

60william Alonso, "The Historic and the Structural Theories of

Urban Form:· Their Implications for Urban Renew," land Economics, XL
(1964), pp. 227-231.
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structural model, which we will expand on later, argues that the desire
for low density living is relatively constant across social classes.
Then, since the rich are buying a larger quantity of land than the :i;x:::or,
the added ccrnmuting costs the rich incur through buying suburban land
are less relative to their savings in cheaper land than is true for the
p:>ar.

Yet, Alonso's presentation of the contrast between the historical
and structural theories is inadequate.

In the first place, the idea that

the rich decentralize in a prDcess of flight frDm the obsolescence of
central city housing does not appear in the literature as a self-contained
explanation of the decentralization pf the rich as Alonso seems to imply
when he labels it as a theory and contrasts it with the structural
theory.

In the second place, it is misleading to attribute the idea

which Jµonso labels the historical theory to either

~gess

or lbyt.

Burgess's concentric zone theory is the classic theory of urban
form.

Burgess was interested in the process of urban expansion.

His

zonal theory depicts the city as a series of five concentric circles with
the central circle occupied by the central business district (CBD). 61
Burgess felt that the four residential zones formed a sequence so that
the socioeconomic status of the residents of each zone was 'higher than
that of the residents in the next innermost zone and less than that of
the residents in the next outerrrost zone.
Burgess suggested that the zones of varying socioeconomic status
becane differentiated during the process of city expansion.

He did not

clearly specify why this differentiation occurs, but he implied that
61Ernest Burgess, ''The Growth of 'the City: An Introduction to
a Research Project," The Ci"SJ', ed. Robert Park, Ernest Burgess, and R. D.
McKenzie (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1925), pp. 47-62.
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the

~ones

resulted f;rom a tendency for people of sirnilar class position

t6 cluster together because of the greater ease with which feelings of
community arose among individuals who were of the same socioeconomic
class.62 ',I'hese zones were than felt to inevitably grow outwards through
a prDCess of invasion and succession as a result of competition for
central city land arising from both the continuous influx into the central
area of the city of low status resiqents and the concorrrnitant conversion
of central land and buildings to non-residential uses.

Hence, while

B.lrgess felt tl)a.t the rich would increasingly decentralize over time he
did not view the obsolescence of central city housing as a JTB.jor cause
of this movement.

Indeed, Burgess's position more closely resembles

the structural theory of urban form than the historical theory.
Homer Hoyt's sector theory was also listed by Alonso as an
example of an historical theory of urban form.

Hoyt's sector theory was

an attempt to revise Burgess's zonal theory in view of evidence that the
Il13.in pattern of variation in the socioeconomic status of city residents

is not in a zonal pattern outwards from the CBD, but that residences of
p:trticular socioeconomic status levels tend to extend outwards from the
CBD in a sectorial pattern.63

While Hoyt pointed out that the socioecono-

rnic status of residents in a particular sector did not necessarily rise
with increasing distance from the CBD, he feli; that it usually did.

.

Hoyt listed several factors which affect the direction of growth
'
62Johnston, p. 69.
63Homer, Hoyt, The Structure and Growth of Residential Nei~r
J-oods in American Cities, (Washington, D.C.: Federal Housing Administration, 1939).
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of the sectors by exerting a pull on the high rent district.

Examples

are the layout of the fastest existing trans:pc>rtation lines, the hcrnes
'Of the leaders of the cOJTDJIUnity, high ground which is free from the risk
of flooding, etc.

Imrx>rtant for us is Hoyt's conclusion that high rent

districts tend 1:0 grow towards the section of the city which has open
qountry beyond' ,and tl!,at this growth tends to continue in the same
direction for long periods of time.

It is true that Hoyt explains this

process in terms of the desire of the rich for open land on which to
build new homes, and yet this factor is only one of several which Hoyt
sees as influencing t;he decentralization of the rich.

Hence, while

Hoyt accepts that the rich are rroving further outwards with the passage
of time it is an oversimplification to cite him as an example of what
Alonso calls the historical theory of urban form.
While interest in the effect which the obsolescence of central
cicy housing exerts on the location of a city's high status residents
does not enter into the early'writings·on urban form as clearly as
'

Alonso implies, the variable has come into greater prominence with
recent attempts to empirically test traditiona..l generalizations about
urban form.
gated

~he

In 1963 Leo Schnore published a study in which he investi-

relative effects which the JDPUlation of an urbanized area

and the number of years since its central city reached a pJpulation

of 50,000 exerted on the differentii;U in socioeconomic status between
the city and its suburbs. 64

Schnore concluded that the age of the

central city was the best predictor of the status differential:

ll1

64Leo Schnore, "The Socioeconomic Status of Cities and Suburbs,"
The Urban Scehe, ed. Leo Schnore (New York: The Free Press, 1965),
pp. .203-221.
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urbanized area with older central cities the suburbs tended to rank
higher on measur•es of socioeconomic standing, while in urbanized areas

.

.

with newer central cities the opposite was true.

Schnore speculated

that there are hD possible explanations of the significance of city
age in the decentralization of high status residents.

Tne first is

the actual aging of the central city t" s·· housing structures, while the
second is the competition which non-residential land uses exert on
central city land.

These two explanations correspond to Alonso's
·I

formulation of the historical and structural theories of urban form.
Yet for Schnore they are only hY:i;x:>theses and he rrakes no attempt to
test them.
Schnore not only ID3.de explicit any notion which Burgess might
have had of the effects of the aging of a central city's housing, he

•,..--,.

•__.J

also reformulated Burgess's notion of the process of the invasion and
succession of different socioeconomic groups to delete fOpulation pressure in the inner zones as an active cause.
>,,,,

In addition, Schnore

suggested that competition for central· city land is of declining import-

...
I

I

ance in the decentralization of the rich as advances in transi:ortation
technology have freed many non-residential land uses from the need for
a central location.
Schnore's deletion of Burgess's emphasis on i:opulation pressure

in the central zones can be traced to derrographic changes which had
-

occurred since Burgess originally formulated his theory.

.

By the time

Schnore w:i.s writing, p:::::or migrants from European countries and poor
blacks from rural areas of the South were no longer flowing into the
central areas of our cities the way they did in earlier periods.

\
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only were migrants to our cities less in number and higher in social
status than they were during earlier periods, they increasingly bypassed the central areas of our cities altogether and located either

in

the outer areas of our cities or even directly in the suburbs themselves.
In 1972 Avery Guest published a study in which he examined the
differences between the historical and structural (termed "synchronic"
or "cross-sectional" by Guest) theories of urban form, and in which he
attempted to test a JIDre sophisticated version of the historical theory.65
While Guest's conception of the structural theory is the same as is
Alonso's, Guest's conception of the historical theory is radically
different.

Guest uses the term historical theory to refer to theories

which explain the outward rrovement of high status residents in terms
of competition for central city land, and which then attempt to explain
the differing intensities of competition for central city land in terms
of historical factors in the growth of the city.

Hence Guest depicts

the two theories as much JIDre similar than does Alonso:

for Guest

the historical theory is just the structural theory to which Jmowledge
of past causes has been added.

This formulation of the two theories

seems more adequate than Alonso's, for Guest recognizes that in practice the two perspectives are a].m)st always found in ccmbination with
one another.

The problem then is not one of testing to see which

theory is the right one, but

o~e

of devising how these approaches can

65Avery Guest, "Urban History, Population Densities, and Higher
Status Residential Location," F.conomic Geography, 48 (1972), pp. 375386.
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best be integrated.
Guest considers Schnore as the leading eX}X)nent of the historical
approach and attempts in his study to explicitly test some of the hYPJtheses which Schnore offered.

In particular, Guest explores the effect

which changes in transp:Jrtation technology have exerted on the intensity
of competition for central city land and thence on the decentralization
of high status residents.

As his measure of the decentralization of

high status residents Guest examined 1960 Census tract data for 37
91&\'s to find the change that occurred with increasing distance fran
the CBD in the median years of education for persons 25 years and over.
Guest then regressed this variable on a measure of each city's IX'Pulation density gradient, with the density gradient perceived as an approximate measure of differences in land use intensity between centers and
outskirts.
Thus far Guest's theory is a structural explanation of urb3.n
fonn.

What makes Guest's theory an historical theory is that he then

claims that a city's density gradient is determined by the arrount of ·
growth which the city experienced dur.:ing eras when different modes of
trans!X'rtation were dominant.

As a measure of this effect Guest rom-

puted the amount of growth which the cities experienced in each of
three transi:ortation eras, and then investigated the effects which this
growth exerts on the density gradient in 1960, and on the decentralization of high status residents independent of the effect of the density
gradient.

Guest demonstrates that growth which occurred before the

advent of the streetcar era is associated with relatively steep density
gradients and relatively decentr.ilized high status residents.

l
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trast, gruvrth which occurr'ed during either the streetcar or autorrobile
eras was associated with flatter density gradients and with less decentralization of the high status residents.
These results are used by Guest to attack the use of city age as
a variable in studies of urban form, since such a variable combines the
differing effects exerted by growth occurring during each of the transportation eras.

In sup:EX>rt of his attack, Guest re:EX>rts a study of 46

central cities which showed that city age as measured by the time since
the city achieved a population of 50,000 had virtually no effect on the
density gradient when other variables were controlled for. 66 Yet Guest
does not completely succeed in discrediting the use of city age, for
city age can function as an indirect measure of other processes than
just changes in the intensity of land use.

For example, Lee Haggerty

used city age, in a study of the decentralization of high status individuals, as an indicator of the aging of the central city's housing.67
After all, Guest's model with its reliance on the density gradient
and :EX>pulation growth in three trans:EX>rtation eras only succeeded in
explaining 31 percent of the variance in the status gradient. 68

There

66R. F. Muth, Cities and Housing, (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1969), pp. 135-183 Quoted in Guest, p. 379.
67 Lee Haggerty, "An Empirical Assessment of Urb3.n Renewal
Theory: Density vs. Age of City," unpublished IlB.I1uscript, Department
of Sociology, Portland State University.
68Guest tested his model for lx>th 1950 and 1960. The 1950
rrodel explained 31 percent of the variance in the status gradient,
while the 1960 model explained 27 percent. Guest, p. 386.
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are clearly other forces at work.

It is i:ossible to presume pre.maturely

that city age is of no use as an indirect rr:easure of the operation of
these forces.

Though any study in which age plays an important part is

obliged to prDvide a theoretical rationale for the variable's effects.
Guest interprets his results as supi:orting Sclmore's hYJ:Othesis
that improving transp:>rtation technology is lessening the influence
which competition for central city land exerts on the decentralization
of high status residents.

Yet Guest is puzzled by the relatively strong

affects which the arrount of growth in the central city population in
each transp:>rtation era exerts on the decentralization of high status
residents independently of the influence exerted by the density gradient.
Guest's explanation is that central city population growth in earlier
periods affects contemporary patterns of housing deterioration and
industrial location, which in turn affect the location of high status
residents.

Schnore had also hY}:Othesized the influence of these tw:J

factors, yet neither he nCir Guest offer any empirical support for the
hYJ:Othesis.

We will attempt to fill this gap in the literature by

incorp:>rating a measure of the hYJ:Othesis.
Relating the outward rrovement of high status residents to the
aging of a city's housing has an intuitive appeal.

Since high status

residents tend to own their houses they have a considerable financial
stake in the value of their housing.

The individual owner has an

interest rot just in the upkeep of his house, but in the trends in
housing upkeep in the entire neightorhood in which it is located.

Once

an individual's house has aged to the point where hero longer considers
it- acceptable housing he is faced with a choice between building new

•.,
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housing on the same or vacant land, or extensively renodelling the
existing dwellings.

Since the value of his housing depends :p:rrvtly on

the quality of the housing around it, and since the surroW1ding housing
is also aging and may or may not be rehabilitated, in rr.any cases the
individual can not afford to assume that his neighl:ors will all reinvest in the upkeep of their present homes.

Hence, the rational

choice in these circumstances is to build a new house, particularly in
an area which is currently being developed so that the house will be
surrounded by others which are also new.

These elements of the process

by which individuals come to view their present housing as obsolete and
decide to rrove into new housing are referred to in the urban literature
as depreciation and locational obsolescence.

In addition, technological

obsolescence, style obsolescence, and site obsolescence have been suggested as factors affecting the suitability of a particular horne. 69
This sort of reasoning has been attacked for its conclusion that
residential areas inevitably deteriorate over time.

Walter Firey in

particular has attacked theorists of urren fonn for their assumption
that we can study physical space in urren areas while ignoring the
cultural significance which

o~en

attaches to particular locations.

Firey studied aspects of the land use in Poston which couldn't be
explained by existing models of urban f onn.

He then generalized his

results to suggest trat particularly in older American cities we often
"find a symbol-sentiment relationship which has exerted a significant
69Johnston, pp. 96-97.
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influence upon land use. 1170

Yet, how~ver useful Firey's \-xJrk rray be in

explaining aspects of land use which

~

not be explained by ecological

principles, it is clear that cultural values do not determine the overall
layout of the urban pattern but act to modify the more basic forces which
are at w::>rk.
~~

will describe our study after first expanding on the descrip-

tion of the structural theory which we offered earlier.

Probably the

resic assumption underlying the structural theory is tha.t the demmd
for land is constant across social class.

Alonso argues that it is,

and that the demand for land is in this country "

• a deeply

in-

grained cultural value, associated not only with such functional needs
as play space for children, but also with resic attitudes toward nature,
privacy, and the meaning of the family. 1171
Not everyone agrees that the demand for land is so widely shared.
In the last few decades, several writers have emphasized the attachment

tna.ny residents of high density low-income areas feel for their area.
Firey pointed out in his study of Poston that the out-migration from
immigrant ghettos was selective for those--particularly the children of
.immigrant parents--who have turned their backs on the .immigrant values.
Of course, immigrant ghettos no longer form as large a portion of bigcity slums as they once did.

In terms of rn.unerical importance, immigrant

ghettos have been replaced by black ghettos.

Yet Firey' s explanation of

the selective out-migration of ghetto residents in terms of their
7 OWalter Firey, 11 Sentiment and Symbolism as E.cological Variables, 11
Studies in Human Ecology, ed. George Theodorson, (Evanston: Row,
Peterson and Company, 1961), p. 258.

71Alonso, p. 230.
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attachment to the local ghetto culture rema.ins a valuable insight.
Other studies have substantiated the attachment which many slum
dwellers feel for the area's subculture.

It has been suggested that

far from wanting to flee the noise and congestion which color the middleclass conception of shuns, "the majority of slum residents experience
. the residential area (as) the region in which a vast and interlocking set of social ne"Thurks is localized. 1172

Further, it has been

argued that the working-class slum dweller's attachment to his residential area involves an "intensity of meaning" and "basic sense of identity"
which is "profoundly at variance with typical middle-class orientations. 1173
These residents often feel a deep sense of loss when they are forced as
by urban renewal to rrove elsewhere.

Hence the poor may well desire low-

density housing less than the affluent.

But in so far as this is true

it only makes the structural rrodel more persuasive, since cheap land in
the suburbs v..ould then lose much of its appeal to the

)?:)Or.

The struc-

tural model might be called into question if it was derronstrated that
the poor desired low-density housing much more than the affluent, but
ro one seems to have seriously suggested this.

Another possible error is to assume that all high status individuals desire low-density housing.

Jt has become fashionable to argue

that city living is desireable not only for retired professional people
who want to be near the cultural faailities available there, but even
as locations for raising children.

Probably the main exponent of this

view has been Jane Jacobs, though Richard Sennet has also argued it.
72 Fried, p. 362.

7 3 Ibid. , p. 3 62 .
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If the publication of their two rooks were to indicate an increasing

.

valuation of high-density living on the part of high status individuals,
the structural theory would pred~ct a decrease in the outwards expansion of our cities.
Jacobs arrives at her defense of hig.11-density living through her
study of the "ubiquitous principle (of) . . . the need of cities for a
rrost intricate and close-grained diversity of uses . . • . 11 74

Jacobs

reasons that this high diversity of uses in an area results in dense
social interaction.

This density of social interaction then engenders

arrong the area's residents feelings of belonging and of responsibility
for both the other residents and for strangers passing through.

This

attitude, in turn, is what makes these areas such enriching ones in
which to live and in which to raise children.
Sennet argues that m:my of the contemporary social problems are
accentuated by rraterial abundan\::!e, rarticularly as represented in subur'ban living.

75 This material abundance relieves people from the necessity

to interact arx:l share' with those around them in order to survive.

This

lack of interaction results in people holding a false sense of community

with those around them, and clinging to rigid stereotypes concerning
individuals who they perceive as

di~ferent

from themselves.

Sennet

concludes that the healthiest kind of environment would be dense city
living in which there was a bare minimum of external controls so that
individuals were forced to interact

m~ully

with others who were

different from themselves.
74Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities,
(New York: Random House, Inc., 1961), p. 14.
75Richar<l Sennett, The Uses of Disorder, (New York:
tbuse, Inc., 1970).
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The c})C)ice which an individual Jn?_j(es betiv:een low-density living
and accessibility to the CBD can also be studied in terms of the life
style which the individual has opted for, and his location in the life
cycle.
styles:

Studies of urban living generally recognize three different life
consumerism, careerism, and familism.

Any given individual's

life style is a combination of aspects of these three basic life styles,
but it is still possible for us to study each of the three types in isolation.
I

I.

Individuals who opt for the consumerismur careerism life styles

tend to place a high value on accesibility to the CBD since that is
where the greatest opportunities for the pursuit of these life styles
is located.

The choice which couples who opt for familism ffi3.ke between

low-density living and accesibility to the CBD is more complicated.
Couples who opt for the f amilism life style undergo changing demands for low-density housing depending on their position in the life
cycle.

Before the birth of children the housing demcmds of those

couples opting for familism are largely indistinguishable frorn·the demands of those opting for careerism or consumerism.

With the birth of

children the orientation of f arnilisrn couples towards the CBD begins to
be replaced by a concern with neighborhood quality and a desire for
open space.

The distance to locations such as schools and recreational

areas becomes more important, and in the effort to minimize the total
trip

di~tances

the family will often opt for a longer distance to work.

Once the children have grown up and left home the need for space
generally declines, and the couple--particularly after retirernent--often
nnve into a house or apartmei1t closer to the CBD.

At this end of the

life cycle their housing derrands once again resemble those of individuals
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who opted for consumerism or careerism.

Careerism' s emphasis on

occupational mobility may also cause people to live further out in
nice residential areas if their occu:p:J.tion is one in which it is
irr1J?Ortant to live in a good neighborhood.

But the effects of this

trend on the demand for low-density living are not as pronounced as the
effects of the trend associated with the familism life style.
The life style explanation for low-density living can be integrated into the structural theory.

As long as the poor do not consistently

opt for life styles which place a higher valuation on low-density living
than the life styles chosen by those of high status, the structural
theory is not contradicted.
In the attempts to construct a more sophisticated historical/
structural theory of urba.n fonn a major unsettled question is the relative influences exerted by population density and obsolescent housing
in the decentralization of high status residents.

This question acquir'es

a practical significance since central cities have encountered resistence
to efforts to alleviate their fiscal problems .Tr:Y metropolitan consolidation or by dispersing their poor residents arrong their outlying suburbs,
and have focussed their efforts on trying to attract high status residents ba.ck to live in the central areas.
Vast sums of money have been spent through urb3.n renewal and
other programs to replace selected areas of deteriorating housing with
luxury ap:lrbnents and to rehabilitate the downtown business area.

To

a certain extent the rehabilitation of the CBD is aimed at attracting
sroppers who live in outlying areas, but it is also undoubtedly aimed
at making a central location more habitable to high status residents.
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The fact that these JTDnies are being spent on the assumption that the
obsolescence of central city housing is a major cause of the decentralization of high status individuals makes it :important to establish the
rule which obsolescent housing actually plays.

If population density

were to prove the overriding factor then efforts to attract high status
residents back into the central area would seem hopeless, since re-creating suburban densities in central city areas w.:::>uld require prohibitive
sums of money.

Additionally, i f population density is a major

facto~

in the decentralization of high status individuals then we would expect

that most of the high status individuals who wanted to live in these,
new luxury apartments would not be individuals who are :rroving back into
the central city from suburban areas, but individuals who have alwayq
lived in the central city.

. . .r: .. "'•;,,-A>.... ;;,.~.(,..,

CHl\PTER IV

HETHOOOLCGY
I.

UNITS OF STUDY

Our study is an empirical investigation of various issues which
are involved in the attempt to canbine the historical and structural
perspectives on urban form.

Our basic unit of study is the Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA).

By definition SMSA's are com-

p::>sed of central cities with a population of 50,000 or greater and
their surrounding, functionally dependent counties.

Since we are

going to compare central cities with the surrounding area a preferable
unit of study would be "urrenized areas."

The boundaries of urbanized

areas are not forced to coincide with cormty boundaries as in the case
of 91Sf\'s, but are instead constructed to include a central city of
50,000 or rrore inhabitants and a surrounding area which meets a population density criterion.

Because of: this difference in definition

urbanized areas contain less of the rural and agricultural population
which often shows up in the outskirts of SMSA's.
areas in the study we referred to earlier.

Schnore used url:anized

We would use them also but

the relevant data are more readily available for 91SA's.
We deleted from our study 91SA's whose central city had a population of less than 100,000 in 1970.

This was necessary iri order to

keep our study manageable in scope and it is justified because rrost of
the urban problems which plague· cities in this country are concentrated
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m the larger cities.

We also deleted from our study the New York City

and Chicago Consolidated Areas.

These tvJO areas were dropped because

the vast size of their :pJpulations and the great number of lesser cities
located in their surrounding areas make them atypical.
II.

VARIABLES

Our measure of the decentralization of high status residents is
actually a measure of the decentralization of the financially well-to-do.
We computed from 1970 Census data the percentage of each SMSA's families
and unrelated individuals earning more than $25,000 who lived in the
central city, or cities in the cases where the S'iSA included tVD central
cities of similar size.76

Studying the decentralization of the rich is

not completely equivalent to studying the dencentralization of high
status residents:

income is only one aspect of socioeconomic status,

and i f we are going to use only one variable to study the ecological distribution of socioeconomic status, education is the most useful. 77

Yet

our use of· an income interpretation of socioeconomic status is justified
because the fiscal problems of our cities are not caused by the flight
of those with high socioeconomic status, but in particular by the flight
of those with sizable real property and disposable income.
Previous studies in this area have measured various aspects of
socioeconomic status:

Sclmore used median family income, per cent com-

76u. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population:

1970, Vol. 1,

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POFUIATION, Table 89.
77 Calvin Schmid , et. al. , "The Ecology of the American City:
Further Comparison and Validation of Generalizations," .American Sociological Review, 23 (1958), p. 392. ·
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pleting high school, and per cent white collar; Guest used the median
years of education for persons 25 years arid over; and P.a.ggerty used the
per cent college educated, the per cent professionals, and the per cent

white o:::>llar.

Haggerty also included two measures of individuals at the

lower end of the status hierarchy which do not concern us.

It WJuld

be an aid to interpretation if everyone used the same measures, but

l:oth Schnore and Haggerty report that consistent results were obtained
for each of their measures of high status.
We will include arrong our independent variables a measure of
the number of decades since the central city attained a population of

so,ooo.78 As we mentioned in our theoretical section this variables
has been falling into disrepute.

It has been used in the p.3.St as an

indicator of certain--often largely W1specified--processes which were
felt to inevitably occur in cities with the p.?.ssage of time.

Our

justification fqr including city age is that we will also include a
measure of housing obsolescence.

Since the deterioration of central

city housing over time was used by Schnore as a possible explanation
for the effects of city age, including both of the variables will
allow us to test Schnore's hyp::>thesis.
As a measure of the intensity of competition for central city
land we use persons per square mile in the central city. 79

This variable

enables us to test the hypothesis of the structural theory that the
decentralization of the rich is a result of the rich sacrificing accessi-

78 u.s. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population:
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PORJIATION, Table 7.

1970, Vol. 1,

79 u.s. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United
States: 1973, (94th edition.), Washington, D.C., 1973, Table 23.
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bility to the CBD in exchange for low density housing.

It would be

preferable to use a measure of the density gradie.rit ·in each SMSA as
Guest has done.

After all, the structural theory does not argue that

the rich decentralize just because there is intense competition for
central city land, but because the competition for land further out is
less intense.

And yet knowledge of the density gradieJ1t is not essential

since we are not trying to explain ha-l far out individuals have moved
from the CBD--as Guest was trying to do--but merely to explain their
movement out beyond the }X')litical boundary of the city.

Additionally,

density gradient measurements are not available for all S'1SA.'s and by
using our slightly less exact measure we are able to study all of the
cities we are interested in instead of only a sample as Guest was forced
to use.

Our measure varies in its adequacy from city to city since

cities vary in the anount of their land which is even p:>tentially habitable.

A more accurate measure would be the density of }X')pulation per

land which is zoned residential or is potentially useful for that purpose.

Howev·er, such information would be very difficult to acquire and

the ina.ccurarcy present in our measure must be assumed to be random
error.

As a measure of the obsolescence of central city housing we have
calculated for each SMSA the percentage of its central city housing
80
which was 20 years old or older in 197o.
The use of such a measure
vas suggested but not actually tried by l:oth Schnore and Guest.

By

80Deciding at what age housing becomes obsolete must be done
somewhat arbitrarily. After 10 years, the age of housing is listed only
in 10 year categories. We chose 20 years over 30 years since 30 years
seems overly conservative. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of
Population and Housing: 1970, CENSUS TFACTS, Final Reix>rt PCH(1),
Table H-2.
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including this measure we will be able to explicitly test various
hYfOtheses put forwar<l by Schnore and Guest concerning the relationship
between city age and obsolescent housing and the role of obsolescent
housing in the historical/structural model.
The independent variables we have listed so far are the ones
whose influence over the decentralization of the well-to-do is of
interest to us.

In addition to these variables there are other sources

of systematic variation across S'1SA's in the decentralization of the
well-to-do which are of no theoretical interest to us but which we will
want to control for.

We will control for two such sources of variation.

First, we will control for the per cent of the 91SA :[X)pulation which
is located within the central city. 81 This is necessary because large
cities no longer contain within their political boundaries all of the
land whose use is detennined by its proximity to the central city, and
whose residents are dependent on the city for services or even for their
very jobs.

In the SMSt\ 1 s in our study the per cent of the S1SA. :[X)pula-

tion which is located in the central city varies from the high 90's to
under 20.

We have to control for this variation since unless the

well-to-do have less of a tendency to live on the outskirts of cities
than other groups, we would find that the greater the percentage of
the SM&\ J:Opulation contained in the suburban ring the greater is the
decentralization of the well-to-do.
Second, we will control for the per cent of the
which is located in the central city. 82
the high 9 0' s to under 3 0.
81 Ibid. ·, Table P-1.

.s1SA

employment

In our study this varies from

The presence of jobs outside of the central
82 Ibid., Table P-2.
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city is an influence on r€sidential location which is worthy of
investigation in its own right.

Yet it just serves to obscure the

theoretical issue we are interested in.

In particular it invalidates

the assumption of the structural theory that it is the cost of corrmuting
from a suburban residence to a central city job which prevents the
J?JOrer members of society from living outside of the central city.

After

all, it is the industries which require mininal skills which tend to
suburbanize fastest, and it is the low-skill workers who have the strongest desire to reside close to their place of work since transportation
costs form a larger share of their budget.
III.

MODELS USED IN THE ANALYSIS

In our study we will present three rrodels of the decentralization

of the well-to-do.

These rrodels are designed to illustrate various

issues involved in the attempt to integrate the historical and structural
theories. ·
Model 1
Our first rrodel will serve as a denonstration of the imi;ortance
of controlling for the effect which the decentralization of employment
and population exerts on the decentralization of the well-to-do.

Model 1 can be represented by the following equation:

x0 =
Where

BX + BX 2 + BX 3 + BX'+
1

x0

= decentralization of the well-to-do

xl = decentralization of employment

x2

= decentralization of population
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x3 = city age
x4 = population density
The B's in this equation are the standardized partial rBgression
coefficients or upath" coefficients a.rid they tell us the effect which
each independent variable exerts on the dependent variable when the
effects of the other independent variables are CDntrolled for.

We

expect

that our four independent variables will be highly intercorrelated, but
this does not concern us at this point since we are interested in the
theoretical implications of the unique effects of the variables and we
assume that the intercorrelations arrong them are not causal ill nature
but mstead derive from the dependence of the independent variables on
antecedant causes which are not included in the rrodel.
Model 1 represents the basic attempt to depict Alonso's contrast
between the historical and structural perspectives.

Schnore suggested

that city age affects the decentralization of the well-to-do by virtue
of city age's effect on both housing obsolescence and intensity of
competition for central city land.

Since this model includes population

density as an indicator of competition for central city land, we expect
the independent effect of city age to represent the effect of housing
obsolescence.

Indeed, Haggerty's investigation of the historical and

structural theories used city age for that very purpose.
Model 2

In our second model the effects of the decentralization of· JX)pula'

tion and employment will be controlled by simply regressing our dependent
variable on the

°t\.X)

control variables, using the resulting regression
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equation to predict the values of the dependent variables, and then
using the resulting residuals as-the new dependent variable.

This pro-

cedure removes the variability in decentralization of the well-to-do
which is attributable to fOpulation decentralization and employment
decentralization.

We will then regress this variable on city age and

i:::opulation density.
The correlation between our exogenous variables will no longer
be taken as a given:

we will follow Schnore' s hypothesis and depict

city age as a cause of population density.

This rrodel allows us an

uncluttered view of the relationship between population density and
city age and also allows us to examine the independent effect which each
exerts on the decentralization of the well-to-do.

In addition, it

prepares us to study the changes which occur in these effects when we
intrDduce housing obsolescence into the model .
.Model 2 can be represented by the following equation:
Xo/12 = BX3 + BX4
Where x 0 = decentralization of the well-to-do
X1

= decentralization

of employment

X2 = decentralization of population
X3 = city age
X4 = population density

Model 3
Our third rrodel is simply the second m:>del with the addition

of housing obsolescence.

This m:>del allows us to investigate ioore

completely Schnore's hypothesis that city age's influence over decentrali-
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zation of high status residents results from city age's influence on
housing obsolescence and
land.

intensi~y

of competition for central city

This m:xlel will also allow us to investigate Guest's hypothesis

of the role of housing obsolescence in the historical/structural
model.
Model 3 can be represented by the following equation:

Where

x0 = decentralization of

the well-to-do

Xl = decentralization of employment
X2

= decentralization

of :population

X3 = city age

x4

= population density

X5

= housing

obsolescence

Where appropriate, the signs of the path coefficients will be
reversed.

This is necessary because the models are in terms of decen-

tralization, while several of the variables are calculated as indices
of centralization.

CAAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The results shown in Figure 1 support our decision to control
for the effects of population decentralization and employment decentralization.

Either of them exert a stronger independent effect th:m

population density or city age

exert.~

. The importance of controlling

for the decentralization of population and employment is further underlined by the fact that this model explains 80 percent of the variation
in our dependent variable.
Of the two variables of theoretical interest to us, p:>pulation
density exerts the greater independent effect.

When the effects of the

other three independent variables are controlled for, the p:ith coefficient from population density to decentralization of the well-to-do
is equal to . 26.

In contrast, the path coefficient from city age to

decentralization of the well-to-do is only .08 when the effects of the
other three independent variables are controlled for.

The greater

independent effect of population density also shows up in Figure 2.
After eliminating the variability in decentralization of the well-to-do
which is attributable to population decentralization and employment
decentralization, the path coefficient from population density is
equal to .32, while that from city age is equal to .16.
The drop in the zero order correlation of .37 (Figure 4) between
city age and decentralization of the well-to-do to a path coefficient
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of .16 when J=Opulation density is controlled for, supports Schnore's
hypothesis that the effect of city age on decentralization of the wellto-do is partially due to city age's effect on intensity of competition
for central city land.

Schnore hypothesized that city age effects

decentralization of the well-to-do by virtue of city age's effect on
rousing obsolescence and the intensity of competition for central city
land.

If we accept that population density is an approximate measure of

intensity of competition for central city land then Figure 2 becomes
a simple comparison of the historical and structural theories as they
are formulated by Alonso.

In so far as the conflict between the historical and structural
theories is adequately represented by this model, we WJuld be inclined
to dismiss the historical theory in favor of the structural.

This is

the conclusion which Haggerty reached when he compared the effects which
population density and city age exerted on the change between 1950 and
1960 in the distribution of high status residents within 28 cities
studied on a tract-by-tract ba.sis. 83

Haggerty's study was even rrDre

hostile than ours to the historical theory as formulated by Alonso,
since Haggerty found a negative relationship to exist between city age
and decentralization of high status residents when the effects of
other variables were controlled for.
Our analysis to this point has used city age as an indirect
measure of housing obsolescence.

In Figure 3 we include an actual

measure of housing obsolescence which allows us to examine JIDre pre83Haggerty, p. 12.
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cisely the issues we are interested in.

The addition of housing

obsolescence further reduces the independent effect of city age on
decentralization of the well-to-do from .16 to . 08.

This is a very

slight relationship, though we have still failed to supp::>rt Haggerty's
finding of a negative relationship l:ietween the two.

Hence we can

support Schnore's hyp::>thesis that city age's influence over the decentralization of high status individuals is largely explained by city
age's influence on population density and housing obsolescence.
The use of an actual measure of housing obsolescence in Figure
3 allows us to repeat more strongly our earlier conclusion that density
exerts a greater independent effect over the decentralization of the
well-to-do than does housing obsolescence.

Yet the results also

support Guest's suggestion that we need to incorp::>rate housing obsolescence into the historical/ structural rrodel.

\!mile the R2 of . 21 nay

seem unimpressive it is not out of step with the results of other
studies in the area.
It is true that comparing our results with the results obtained
in other studies is made more difficult by the lack of comrron measures
for both the dependent and independent variables.

But it is also true

that if people reach similar C'Onclusions despite the use of variables
which measure slightly different aspects of the same phenomena, our

confidence in those conclusions and our understanding of their true
significance is enhanced over what it would be i f all the studies
ma.de use of exactly the same variables and statistical techniques.

.·•
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TABLE I
ZERO-ORDER CORRELATIONS AMONG THE VARIABLES IN FIGURE 3

Decentralization Population
of well-to-do
density
Decentralization
of well-to-do

City age

Housing

obsolescence

1. 00

Population
density

.43

1. 00

City age

.37

. 66

1. 00

Housing
obsolescence

.39

.65

.74

1.00

CHAPI'ER VI
CONCWSIONS
Our findings show that it is a -mistake to reject the inclusion of
historical factors in an overall.theory of urban fonn simply because of
the inadequacy of city age as a variable.
independent effects of housing

o~solescence

Our demonstration of the

on the decentralization of

the well-to-do supports Guest's hyp:>thesis that the anount of growth
which a city experienced during different eras affects the present location of high status residents because of the effect of the population
growth on both the density gradient, and the current patterns of housing obsolescence.
The main gap :re.rraining in the theory as f onnulated by Schnore
and Guest is the effect which changing patterns of non-residential land
use exert on the decentralization of high status residents.

This

question is much hartler to study than the question of the effects of
housing age.

We lack a theory setting out in clearly testable form

what aspects of non-residential land use are important.

To a certain

extent the historical/structural theory controls for the location of
non-residential land uses through its examination of the intensity of
canpetition for central city land:

This approach controls for that

influence of non-residential land use which results from the feedback
relationship between the location of non-residential land uses and the
cost of urban land:

the location of non-residential land uses is
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determ.ii!ed in pcirt by variation

~

land costs in the

urren

area and

also helps determine this variation, wnile at the same t.line the historical/structural theory suggests that the outcome of the trade-off which
high status residents make between accessibility and low density living
is dependent on the spatial patterning of land costs.

This effect is

what Guest is trying to measure 1:hrough his use of the density gradient,
since Guest perceives the density gradient as an approximate measure of
the differences in land use intensity and hence land costs.
Yet the effects of non-residential land uses on the location of
high status residents are not limited to their effect on land costs:
the location of certain non-residential land uses can exert either an
attraction or repulsion for certain social classes.

Harris and Ullman,

for example, in their description of urban areas noted that the location
of noxious industries will repel high status residential areas. 84

But

these sorts of tentative statements are not sufficient to enable us to
incorporate the effects of changing patterns of non-residential land
use directly into our model.
The changing distribution of different types of non-residential
land use which have resulted from the changes in transportation technology can not be hai-idled satisfactorily until we have systematic theoretical

statements of the effects which the distribution of different types of
non-residential land uses of
various social classes.

differen~

ages exert on the location of

We can not simply assume that the various class-

specific effects exerted by non-residential land uses will cancel each
other out.

For example, the noxious industries which repel high status

84c. D. Harris and E. L. UlJJnan, 11 The Nature of Cities," Annals of
the .American Academy of Political and Social Science, 242 (1945), pp. 7-17.
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residential areas :frequently emplqy

lo~,.,.~- ski 11

attract low status residential areas.

w·.:::i1"'kers and hence tend to

Ther'2fore, we \wllld expect a con-

centration of noxious industries in a central city to result in a greater
decentralization of high status residents than would a comparable concentration of some other kind of

non~residential

land use.

In the absence of theoretical predictions a.l::out the effects of

specific non-residential land uses it seems that the best approach is to
try and control for the distrirution of non-residential land uses in a
nore basic way than Guest has done.

This is what we have attempted to

do by controlling for the distribution of employment within the urban
area.

By controlling for the distribution of non-residential land uses

in this way we are assuming that the most important class-specific

effects exerted by the location of non-residential land uses are those
effects exerted by the location of employing concerns, and, further, that
those employing concerns which exert important class-s:pecific effects
(such as noxious industries, or particularly old dilapidated industries,
etc.) tend to be distributed in similar patterns in different urh3.n
areas.

Even though this position is largely an assumption it seems

preferable to simply ignoring altogether these effects of non-residential land uses as Guest has done.

The next step for research is to select variables and procedures
which more faithfully reflect the theoretical issues we are interested
in.

Additionally, we will want . to integrate our housing obsolescence

measure into Guest's m:xlel since his model is the most direct attempt
to operationalize the issues involved.

A new study should be based on

a sample of ::MSA's so that we can compute the change which occurred
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with i.'lcr.easing distance from the CBD in the income of tract residents.
Similar tract-by-tract study of a sample of cities appears in the work
of both Guest and Haggerty and seeJTIS the appropriate m::xie of analysis
since it allows us to examine the actual distribution of a social group
instead of just the extent to v.ihich the group is over-represented in
outlying areas.
In a new study we would supplement our analysis of the distribu-

tion of the well-to-do with an analysis of the distribution of the
well educated since education is the most effective indicator of the
ecological distribution of socioeconomic status.

By

studying both the

well-to-do and the highly educated we can examine a discrepancy which
has existed in similar studies between the theoretical rationale of
the rr.odel and the way the model has been operationalized.

The l:asic

historical/structural model assumes that there is no variation across
social classes in the way individuals value low density living.

The

rrodel then reasons that individuals decentralize as a function of their
ability to afford the added comnuting costs' involved in suburban living.
Yet the model has been tested aJ..rrost solely in terms of its ability to
explain the location of socioeconomic groups.

The only dependent

variable Guest uses is a measure of the median educational attainment
of tract residents; Haggerty uses three different measures of the
distribution of high status residents and yet not one of them measures
the distribution of the wealthy.

It is understandable that sociologists

want to study the distribution of socioeconomic groups within urban
areas since such groups are a more sociologically meaningful construct
than a group defined solely in terms of its income.

lbwever, we would
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suggest that the tendency of past researchers to test the historical/
structural rrorlel by its explanation of the distribution of individuals
of high status is a misinterpretation of the m:xJel since the nod.el

does not claim that individuals with high social status will tend to
decentralize but that wealthy individuals will tend to decentralize.
The tendency of individuals with high social status to decentralize is
not directly .llnplied by the model but derives from the correlation
between an individual's wealth and his socioeconomic status.
We would suggest that the extent to which the model explains

th~

distribution of persons with high socioeconomic status is a secondary
issue compared to the extent to which it explains the distribution of
the wealthy.

Moreover, in re-testing the model to incorporate dependent

variables measuring the distributions of both the wealthy and the highly
educated we would be testing the hYfQthes.is that the model more accurately explains the distribution of the wealthy than the distribution of the
highly educated.

For if the model were more effective at explaining

the distribution of the highly educated than at explaining the distribution of the wealthy this would at least call into question the rationalization of the decentralization of high status persons solely in terms
of their greater ability to afford the costs involved in commuting and
suggest the JX>SSibility that there are significant social class differences in the valuation of low density living and/or modern housing.
We would include in our new model measures of the current gradients
in JX)pulation density and in housing obsolescence.

We 'M:luld also in-

clude measures of the arrount of.growth which the city experienced in
each of the three nain transportation eras.

We would control our de-
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pendent \'a1"'1ables for the decentra.lizat:.on of e:npJ.oyment within the
Ei1SA and would then test the model with eacJ1 of our dependent variables

to see which of the i:t..Jo of them it more adequately described, and to
see the e:xi:ent to which the

effe~t

of earlier population growth is .

8A'Plained by its effect on current gradients in pJpulation density and
housing obsolescence.

This model will be an :improveJ:tent over Guest's

both because of its explicit inclusion . of housing obsolescence and
'
because of its more appropriate control·over
the effects of the location

of non-residential land uses.
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(1970)

Population Growth,
Streetcar Erat!-------4--+----------- -- --

Fbpulation Growth,~--------~~
Auto Era

Figure 4.

-~

Dependent V'iriable

Housing Obsolescence
Gradient (1970)

IXpanded historical/structural m::xlel
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